Congress Newsletter Number 5 – August 2011

Logon to www.eufami.org to download details of the
Congress programme and to register as a delegate

EUFAMI's 5th European Congress will take place in Basel, Switzerland on the 24th and 25th September
2011. It will be co hosted by VASK Schweiz (www.vask.ch) and will take place at the University
Psychiatric Clinic (UPK), located at Wilhelm Klein-Strasse 27. It is situated approximately half way
between the city centre and the airport. Access is very easy from the city centre on the number 50 bus
line and the cost is covered by the travel card which you will receive when you check in to your hotel.
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WELCOME
Welcome to the fifth and final newsletter for the EUFAMI congress which is scheduled to take place
on the 24th and 25th September. In this issue, we feature some more people who will be speaking at the
Congress.
We also include details about the Congress Dinner which will take place on the evening of the
Saturday, 24th September (the first day of the Congress) as well as providing information on how to
get to and from the Congress venue from hotels in Basel.
Delegate registration remains open until 31st August. From the 1st September, registration will be
closed. As mentioned in the last issue, all delegates who had registered by the 15th August have
received their notification to select the workshops they wish to attend at the Congress. The response
has been very good.
All that remains at this stage is to wish all those who have registered as delegates a safe journey to
Basel and we look forward to meeting you at the Congress.

CONGRESS TARGET AUDIENCE – WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
The congress will be of interest to all family members and persons with self experience, as well as all
members of the medical and social services professions who practice or have an interest in the area of
community psychiatric services.
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CONGRESS PROGRAMME
The congress programme will be a combination of plenary sessions and a number of concurrent
interactive workshop sessions

Day 1 - Saturday, 24th September 2011
08.00

09.00

Delegate Check in

09.00

09.45

Congress - Opening Addresses
Invited Dignatories

09.45

10.30

Plenary Session 1
Introduction to Community Care in Europe
Dr Matt Muijen, World Health Organization, Regional Office for Europe

10.30

11.00

Coffee

11.00
11.00

13.00
11.20

Plenary Session 2
Personal experience as a Family member and Carer
Mr Edo Belak, Slovensko združenje za duševno zdravje (ŠENT), Slovenia

11.20

11.40

Stigma and Social Inclusion
Professor Dr. Patrick Corrigan, Distinguished Professor
and Associate Dean for Research College of Psychology, USA

11.40

12.00

Personal experience as a User of Community Care
Mr David Crepaz-Keay, Mental Health Foundation, UK

12.00

12.20

Needs and burdens affecting Family Carers
Professor Richard Warner, Colorado Recovery, USA

12.20

13.00

Questions and Answers and Debate

13.00

14.30

Lunch

14.30

16.00

Concurrent Workshops

Workshop No. 1

Topic
Family and Burden caring for Carers

Workshop Moderator
Dr Grainne Fadden, Meriden Programme Director - (UK)

Workshop No 2

Family and Needs

Professor Lorenza Magliano, Department of Experimental Medicine
Second University of Naples - (Italy)

Workshop No 3

Family and
Empowerment

Professor Anita Riecher Roessler, Mrs Margrit Dubi (Switzerland)

Workshop No 4

Family and Recovery

Professor Myra Piat, Assistant Professor, Department of Psychiatry
McGill University - (Canada)

16.15

17.00

Wrap-up: Highlights of the day

17.00

18.00

Meet the speakers - an opportunity to engage with a number of the Congress Speakers
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Day 2 - Sunday, 25th September 2011
09.00

11.00

Roundtable Discussion - Vision for the future of Community Care
Chairperson - Dr Matt Muijen (WHO - Regional Office for Europe)
Mr Héðinn Unnsteinsson, Policy Analyst - Prime Minister's office - (Iceland)
Mr Per Torrel, Schizofreniförbundet – (Sweden)
Ms Jeni Bremner, European Health Management Association – (Belgium)
Professor Thomas Becker, Department of Psychiatry, University of Ulm – (Germany)
Dr Tony Bates – Director, Headstrong - (Ireland)
Mr Roland van de Sande, Horatio - European Psychiatric Nurses (Netherlands)
Ms Nora Macelli, Social Worker - (Malta)

11.00

11.30

Coffee

11.30

13.00

Concurrent Workshops
Topic
Future implications for
Families and Carers

Workshop Moderator
Mr Spyros Zorbas, KINAPSI - (Greece)

Workshop No 6

Future implications for
Users

Ms Andréa Winter, Ms Sybille Glauser - (Switzerland)

Workshop No 7

Future implications for
Professionals

Mr Roland van de Sande, Horatio European Psychiatric Nurses - (Netherlands)

Workshop No 8

Future implications for
Administrators

Ms Jeni Bremner, European Health Management Association –
(Belgium)

13.00

14.30

Lunch

14.30

15.00

Feedback from morning workshops

15.00

16.00

Final Congress Plenary Session
Congress Declaration and Call for Action
President of EUFAMI and guests

Workshop No. 5

CONGRESS LANGUAGE (update)
The principal language of the congress will be English.
Simultaneous interpretation facilities will be provided at the plenary sessions in German and
Russian. The choice of languages has been arrived at after due consideration of the responses to
language requirements provided by the delegates when they registered.
It is not possible to provide simultaneous translation facilities for the two sets of concurrent
workshops due to the nature of these sessions. However it is hoped that some delegates who attend the
workshops and who may have certain personal language skills may be able to provide a certain
amount of informal translation to their colleagues seated nearby them.
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PROFILE OF SPEAKERS and WORKSHOP MODERATORS
In this issue we profile some more people who will be participating at the EUFAMI Congress in
September – Mr Edo Belak, Mr David Crepaz-Keay, Ms Nora Macelli, Professor Thomas Becker and
Dr Tony Bates.
Edo Belak
Edo Belak was born in Rijeka, Croatia and received third level education in
both Ljubljana and Zagreb. He is a Master of Economical Science. In his
business career he has worked in the field of International marketing in many
countries. Edo is now retired.
Twelve years ago Edo joined the NGO dealing with the mental health issues,
ŠENT – Slovenian Association for Mental Health from Ljubljana as a
volunteer. He became president of the Slovenian Forum of Relatives. Edo
became involved in several programmes run by his organisation covering topics
related to families and friends as well as problems with users all around Slovenia.
In 2003 he attended the first PROSPECT seminar with EUFAMI in the Netherlands attained a
certification as a facilitator for the family and friends module of the EUFAMI PROSPECT
programme. He served the representative for family and friends on the PROSPECT Development
Committee.
Edo has participated as facilitator in EUFAMI's PROSPECT education in Slovenia, as well as in
Albania, Moldova and Poland. Presently he is President of ŠENT, still working with many issues
concerning families and users.
David Crepaz-Keay
David Crepaz-Keay is Head of Empowerment and Social Inclusion, for the
Mental Health Foundation, a UK Charity that undertakes research, develops
services, designs training, influences policy and raises public awareness to help
people survive, recover from and prevent mental distress. He is leading the
development, delivery and evaluation of 60 self-management courses for people
with a severe psychiatric diagnosis across Wales; He is also a member of the All
Wales Mental Health Promotion Network advisory board. Prior to this he was
Chief Executive of Mental Health Media.
David is an eloquent and passionate campaigner against discrimination on the grounds of mental
health history. With over twenty five years of involvement as first a user of mental health services and
later as a campaigner, he is also an advocate of service user voices being included in mental health
service planning and delivery.
David was a Commissioner for Patient and Public Involvement in Health (January 2003 – August
2007). The Commission (CPPIH) was created to give the public a voice in decisions that affect their
health, and the health of the local. He was a founder member of the English national survivor user
network (NSUN).
David is a former civil servant, who wrote economic models at HM Treasury and is currents
undertaking a doctorate in promoting effective mental health service user involvement at Middlesex
University.
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Nora Macelli
Nora Macelli is CEO of the St Jeanne Antide Foundation in Malta, an NGO that
supports very vulnerable families at community level. A high percentage of
families supported grapple with mental illness. Between 2001 and 2007, she was
CEO of the Foundation for Educational Services within the Ministry of Education
that spearheaded family literacy programmes and parental empowerment work in
Malta. For the past 20 years, she has been actively involved in non-formal adult
education, community development, organisational development, and social
development work both in Malta as well in developing countries. Nora studied
social work in India, specialised in community development and was a full-time Volunteer
Community Development Worker there for six years.
Thomas Becker
Thomas Becker graduated in 1982, worked on psychiatric reform in Turin, Italy in
1982-1983 (doctoral thesis), subsequently worked in internal medicine and
neurology, started his specialist training in psychiatry in 1987, qualified as a
psychiatrist in 1991, worked as senior medical staff and was appointed lecturer
(1994) at the Department of Psychiatry of Würzburg University. His research was
on neuroradiology findings in patients with psychotic disorders. In 1995, he moved
to the Section of Community Psychiatry at the Institute of Psychiatry, King’s
College London (Humboldt Foundation scholarship) and was involved in mental health services
research and European trials.
From 1998 to 2002 he worked at the Department of Psychiatry of Leipzig University where he held a
Public Health professorial appointment. He was appointed head of the Department of Psychiatry II of
Ulm University (at the Bezirkskrankenhaus Günzburg) in 2002. His research interest is in mental
health services research, social psychiatry and public mental health.
Tony Bates
Tony Bates is a clinical psychologist with more than 30 years experience. He
trained in University College Dublin where he achieved a PhD, spent seven
years at the University Of Pennsylvania, and a year at Oxford University. He is
an editor of the Irish mental health policy “A Vision for Change”. In 2006 he
founded Headstrong – The National Centre for Youth Mental Health
(www.headstrong.ie). Headstrong’s Vision is an Ireland where young people
are connected to their community and have the resilience to face challenges to
their mental health. Through a combined strategy of service development,
advocacy and research Headstrong seeks to change the way Ireland thinks
about and supports its young people.
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DELEGATE FEES
Please refer to Annex 1 for details of delegates fees. The delegate fee covers
• Admittance to the congress on both days
• Congress material and handouts
• Lunch and coffee breaks on both days
• Admittance to the Congress Dinner on the evening of the first day (24th September).

DELEGATE REGISTRATION
Registration for the Congress is being handled by Basel Tourism. Registration will not be complete
until the registration fee has been transferred into the EUFAMI Congress Bank Account, details as
follows. Please ensure that you include your name on the bank transfer in order to allow ease of
validation.
Payment conditions - by bank transfer of fee as indicated in registration system
Registration fees to be paid into EUFAMI bank account. Please pay by bank transfer to ensure that
EUFAMI receives the full amount of the relevant delegate fees:
BNP Paribas Fortis Bank NV
Tervuursesteenweg 192
B-3001 Heverlee
Account Fortis Bank 001-3636530-76
International Reference number
IBAN: BE91 0013 6365 3076
BIC/SWIFT code: GEBABEBB

HOW TO REGISTER
Registration is by online process. You can register by logging on to the EUFAMI website and clicking
onto the Congress advertisement of the front page (www.eufami.org) and follow the instructions. You
may also register by logging onto the registration system by logging onto
https://hotel.basel.com/eufami. There are three language options to choose from – English, French or
German.
When you have submitted your registration, a confirmation email will be sent to the email address
entered into the system. Please also ensure that you transfer the appropriate delegate fee as set out
above. Registration will not be complete until the delegate fee has been received into the
Congress Account.

DELEGATE REGISTRATION – CLOSING DATE
Delegate registration will remain open until the 31st August. From the 1st September, delegate
registration will be closed.
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WORKSHOPS
Interactive workshops will be an integral and important part of the Congress programme. As you will
see from the Congress programme, printed on pages 4 and 5 of this Newsletter, two sets of concurrent
workshops will take place at the Congress; the first set will be on Saturday, 24th September (the first
day) and the second set on Sunday, 25th September (the second day).
All delegates who have now registered have been given an opportunity to select the workshops they
wish to attend. Many have already returned their choices. If you still have not made your selection,
please do so as soon as possible. It will help us greatly in planning room allocation for the workshops.

ACCOMMODATION
A wide range of accommodation is available to the delegates and is available for booking through the
registration system. In order to help you decide on which hotel you wish to book, we are including
details of a number of hotels in Annex 2 of this newsletter. You may book your accommodation by
logging onto https://hotel.basel.com/eufami. There is also an interactive location map of the hotels in
relation to the UPK (congress venue) on the system for you to view.

TRANSFERS TO AND FROM HOTELS AROUND BASEL TO THE CONGRESS
VENUE
All delegates who are staying in hotels in the Basel region will receive a Mobility (travel) ticket which
will be valid for the duration of their stay in Basel and which allows them to travel on all public
transport within the Basel city area. Bus number 50 runs from outside the Bahnhof SBB (central train
station) in Basel and passes by the Congress Venue – stop is Friedrich Miescher-Str.

CONGRESS DINNER
On the evening of Saturday, 24th September a dinner will be held for the Congress delegates and
speakers. It will be an opportunity to relax, meet old friends and hopefully make new ones. The dinner
will take place at the Bienenberg Conference Center in Liestal (www.hotelbienenberg.ch). The
Restaurant/Café offers a beautiful panoramic view of the nearby German Black Forest. It is a nice place not far
from Basel (about 18 km). It will be a buffet style meal. (A complimentary glass of wine will be

included with your meal).
Any delegates who wish to take along partners or guests to the dinner, who are not officially
registered as delegates, may do so by informing the organisers at the Congress reception desk in the
lobby of the Congress centre. A charge of €20 per head for guests will be charged.
Coach Transport to and from the venue will be provided. Full details will be included in each delegate
pack which will be handed to all delegates at registration on the morning of the 24th September.
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ABOUT BASEL
Social and Cultural activities in Basel
In this issue we are featuring some aspects of the social and cultural side of Basel, which hopefully
may be of interest to those Congress delegates who plan to stay for a few extra days in Basel.
Guided walking tour of the city – book your place NOW
This will be your opportunity to go on a guided walking tour of the city on either Friday, 23rd or
Sunday, 25th September. Travel through time as you explore Basel on foot. In few other cities you
will find buildings dating back to the 15th century contrasting with and yet complementing the modern
works of internationally renowned architects. Basel’s Old Town remains as untouched and beautiful
as any other in Europe. Pay a visit to the City Hall in the centre of town – a striking red sandstone
building with a prominent tower and colourful murals.
Basel Tourismus will book one guided tour on Friday, 23rd September from 18:00 until 20:00 and a
second guided tour on Sunday, 25th September from 18:00 until 20:00.
Delegates to the Congress who are interested in participating in either of these tours can contact Basel
Tourismus via E-Mail (incoming@basel.com) indicating their name(s) and date they would like to
attend the tour. The minimum attendance is 15 people per tour. With an attendance of 15 people, the
price is CHF 25.00 per person. On 9th September 2011 Basel Tourismus will decide, based on the
numbers booked at that time, if the tours will take place or not. If the tours will take place, Basel
Tourismus will contact those who have booked regarding payment (credit card details).
Classical Music
Classical concerts are given in churches and the Stadtcasino, the central concert hall in Basel. It was
built in 1876 and has an excellent sound for all kinds of music. Besides high-class local orchestras and
chamber groups, among them the Basel Symphony Orchestra and the Basel Sinfonietta, international
orchestras and soloists also regularly perform there. The Musikakademie (College of Music) has an
excellent reputation and runs its own concert hall. A large part of the classical music scene is funded
by the Allgemeine Musikgesellschaft (AMG), founded in 1876. The Paul Sacher Stiftung in Basel is
home to one of the largest collections of autographs, including works by Strawinsky among others.
Jazz, Rock & Pop
There are several jazz clubs and festivals, featuring all kinds of styles, from Dixie to Swing and
avantgarde jazz. The Basel Jazz School is part of the Musikakademie. For lovers of rock and pop
music there are several smaller venues in the inner city, several clubs, the former military barracks in
Kleinbasel (Kaserne), and the socalled Konzertfabrik Z7 in nearby Pratteln. Large events with 50’000
people are hosted at the St. Jakob Park. The music scene in Basel is lively and broad, with over 300
bands playing everything from Rock to Techno to Hip Hop.
Location of the city
The canton of Basel-Stadt lies on the Upper Rhine, in the triangle formed by neighbouring France to
the west and Germany to the north. Basel is the main city of Switzerland's northwestern region and
forms the bridgehead from German-speaking Switzerland to the European Union. Topographically,
Basel has the lowest altitude of all Swiss cities north of the Alps. The ‘Dreiländereck’ (the triangle
formed by Switzerland, France, and Germany) is at 244 meters above sea level.
The city covers an area of 37 square kilometres on both sides of the Rhine, embedded in the triangle
between the Swiss Jura, Black Forest (Germany), and Vosges mountains (France). As it passes
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through Basel, the Rhine bends sharply northward and, becomes much wider as it flows into the
Upper Rhine Plain. Basel is a traditional traffic junction. The city lies at the crossroads of the northsouth and east-west rail systems; its EuroAirport Basel-Mulhouse-Freiburg provides connections to
the European and international airline network.
Access to the city
Basel is easily accessible by road, rail and air. Full details are available by logging onto
www.basel.com/en.cfm/baselinfo/lageanreise
For further information about the city of Basel log onto either www.basel.ch or www.basel.com

QUESTIONS
If you have any queries or require clarification on any matters related to the congress, please send
your question to basel2011_query@eufami.org

Finally, did you know that EUFAMI publishes a monthly electronic news sheet, @Bulletin, containing
items which are of interest to its readers? If you would like to subscribe to this newsletter, simply send
an email to bulletin@eufami.org with the word subscribe on the subject line.
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ANNEX 1 – Delegate Fees
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Congress Registration Fees
Family and Student Fees
Country
Tier 1 (see list of countries below)

90

Full Fees
Country
Tier 1 (see list of countries below)

€
300

Tier 2 (see list of countries below)

65

Tier 2 (see list of countries below)

225

Tier 3 (see list of countries below)

45

Tier 3 (see list of countries below)

150

€

Family and Student Fees apply to family members, carers, friends, persons
with self experience and Students (limited places for Students)
Full fees apply to all other categories.
Tier 1 Countries
Andorra
Austria
Belgium
Channel Islands
Cyprus
Denmark
Faeroe Islands
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Greenland
Iceland
Ireland
Isle of Man
Italy
Liechtenstein
Luxembourg
Malta
Monaco
Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
San Marino
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom

Tier 2 Countries
Croatia
Czech Republic
Estonia
Hungary
Latvia
Lithuania
Poland
Romania
Russia
Slovak Republic

Tier 3 Countries
Albania
Armenia
Belarus
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Georgia
Macedonia, The Former
Yugoslav Republic
Moldova
Serbia and Montenegro
Ukraine

For all other countries, fees for Tier 1 countries apply
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ANNEX 2 – Accommodation
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Youth hostel
Jugendherberge Basel St. Alban, Basel
It is glorious to stay here in this quiet, green, sleepy oasis of Basel, not
far from the Rhine and the city center. The hostel provides 234 beds in
various room types (double room to six-bedded rooms). Large lounge
with TV, Snack bar, conference room (22 seats), Kiosk, Bicycle room,
Internet corner, wheelchair access.
Prices are per person and night (four-bed room) / per room and night
(double room), including breakfast, service, VAT and a Mobility Ticket.
The statutory bed tax of CHF 1.80 per person and night will be added to the price of accommodation
as well as membership fee of CHF 6.00 per person and night.
Double room, shower, WC
Bed in four-bed room, wash-basin

CHF 130.00 per room/per night
CHF 41.00 per bed/per night

***** hotelleriesuisse
Swissôtel Le Plaza Basel, Basel
The Swissôtel Le Plaza Basel is the largest and most modern 5 star
hotel in Basel and the surrounding region. It is located in the Basel
Congress Centre at the trade fair grounds of Messe Basel and is only
a few minutes on foot from the Musical Theater.
Prices are per room and night, including breakfast, service, VAT and
a Mobility Ticket. The statutory bed tax of CHF 3.50 per person and
night will be added to the price of accommodation.
Single room, double-bed, bath/shower, WC
Double room, bath/shower, WC

CHF 195.00 per room/per night
CHF 225.00 per room/per night

**** Superior hotelleriesuisse
Hotel Euler, Basel
Located at the heart of Basel, the renowned Hotel Euler can look
back on 140 years of tradition. The hotel is opposite the main train
station for the Swiss SBB and French SNCF railways. The Old
Town, with its many interesting sites, can be reached comfortably on
foot. NEW: Free W-Lan access in the rooms and public area.
Mobility Ticket: with this ticket, which you will receive with each
reservation (per person), you are able to use public transportation for
the city of Basel for free.
Prices are per room and night, including breakfast, service, VAT and a Mobility Ticket. The statutory
bed tax of CHF 3.50 per person and night will be added to the price of accommodation
Single room, bath/shower, WC
Double room, bath/shower, WC
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RAMADA PLAZA Basel, Basel
Experience one of the most modern hotels in Europe and enjoy the
breathtaking view from the tallest building in Switzerland. A functional
and elegant design awaits you in the Ramada Plaza Basel - from the
reception desk to the sophisticated lighting in the luxurious bathrooms.
You will feel very comfortable at the Ramada Plaza Basel!
Prices are per room and night, including breakfast, service, VAT and a Mobility Ticket. The statutory
bed tax of CHF 3.50 per person and night will be added to the price of accommodation.
Single room, double-bed, bath/shower, WC
Double room, bath/shower, WC

CHF 140.00 per room/per night
CHF 155.00 per room/per night

*** Superior hotelleriesuisse
Airport Hotel Basel, Basel
The Airport Hotel pampers its guests in 168 generously sized rooms,
which were designed by Madame Sybille de Margerie from Paris. All
of the rooms have the latest type of 107 cm flat-screen TV system, as
well as high-speed wireless internet access and air conditioning. There
is wireless internet access in the entire building.
Prices are per room and night, including breakfast, service, VAT and a
Mobility Ticket. The statutory bed tax of CHF 3.50 per person and night will be added to the price of
accommodation.
Single room Business, bath/shower, WC
Double room Business, bath/shower, WC
Single room Executive-Standard, bath, WC

CHF 120.00 per room/per night
CHF 155.00 per room/per night
CHF 150.00 per room/per night

The Airport Hotel is the closest hotel to the Congress Venue and is within a 5 minute walk to the
venue.
*** hotelleriesuisse
hotel bildungszentrum 21, Basel
Located in the largest private park in Basel, this seminar hotel offers
quiet, comfortable rooms and 20 modernly equipped seminar and meeting
rooms. The large, quiet garden is a good place to relax. The hotel is
centrally located, only a few minutes' walking distance from the Old
Town.
Prices are per room and night, including breakfast, service, VAT and a
Mobility Ticket. The statutory bed tax of CHF 3.50 per person and night will be added to the price of
accommodation.
Single room, double-bed, bath/shower, WC
Double room, shower, WC
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DASBREITEHOTEL, Basel
DASBREITEHOTEL is really something special. Its elegant design and
noticeably warm hospitality create a unique atmosphere. The hotel is
run as an integration project for the disabled, providing people with
learning difficulties a secure workplace. The 36 rooms are appealing to
the eye, thanks to their modern and elegant design. The rooms are
decorated in a contemporary and practical style. The entire hotel is a
non-smoking area.
Prices are per room and night, including breakfast, service, VAT and a Mobility Ticket. The statutory
bed tax of CHF 3.50 per person and night will be added to the price of accommodation.
Single room, bath/shower, WC

CHF 145.00 per room/per night

Hotel Schweizerhof, Basel
This newly renovated 3 star hotel combines an historic atmosphere and
the latest in comfort and has been run by the same family for four
generations. You can look forward to receiving efficient service in
accordance with your individual needs.
Prices are per room and night, including breakfast, service, VAT and a
Mobility Ticket. The statutory bed tax of CHF 3.50 per person and night
will be added to the price of accommodation
Single room Economy, bath/shower, WC

CHF 135.00 per room/per night

** hotelleriesuisse
Hotel Ibis Basel Bahnhof, Basel
This modern, moderately priced hotel at the SBB railway station has 112
rooms and excellent transport connections to the trade fair grounds at
Messe Basel. Wireless internet access is available throughout the hotel.
The hotel also has 12 underground parking spaces. The ibis Basel
Bahnhof is an ideal hotel for cost-conscious business travellers and
tourists.
Prices are per room and night, including breakfast, service, VAT and a Mobility Ticket. The statutory
bed tax of CHF 3.50 per person and night will be added to the price of accommodation.
Single room, double-bed, bath/shower, WC CHF 127.00 per room/per night
Hotel Rochat, Basel
The historic Hotel Rochat is a listed building and is situated in a central
and very quiet location at the heart of the Old Town. Comfortable rooms
with cable TV and radio, as well as ISDN direct dial telephones, wireless
internet access and a mini-bar await you.
Prices are per room and night, including breakfast, service, VAT and a
Mobility Ticket. The statutory bed tax of CHF 3.50 per person and night
will be added to the price of accommodation.
Single room, bath/shower, WC
Double room, bath/shower, WC
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